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Greetings from GCCI!!!

Murlidhar Jagani

It is a matter of proud privilege for me to have been associated with GCCI and
witness the way this organisation has evolved in these rapidly changing times.

Hon. Secretary

Aashish S. Joshi
Hon. Jt. Secretary

I thank our members for their active participation in our endeavours and seek their
support in future. The continued experience of working with our members has
significantly advanced our thinking and helped us to negotiate the challenges
better:

Rewa R. Kalwani
Treasurer
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 Startups will be the next big economic force in India and startup revolution
of sorts brewing in our country. Let us make inroads into the Indian Startup
world for the ultimate good of our economy and society.

Nandlal R. Goyal
Convener

Mahadev Rajani
Anuj Sharma
Members

 New RBI Governor has to lay-down and negotiate the path of the financial
market reforms to improve the transmission of monetary policy.
 The President signed constitution amendment bill to roll out GST followed
by the formation of GST Council. Commercial fraternity pitch for a lower
GST rate which will help to improve compliance and dispel inflation fears.
 After GST, focus is on labour reforms as we need proactive labour market
reforms to boost employment.
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A Tribute of brave Martyrs of URI Military Camp, Jammu & Kashmir

The Gandhidham Chamber of Commerce & Industry organised public programme to pay tribute to martyr our
brave soldiers who lost their precious life in encounter with terrorist during attack on military camp at URIKashmir on 22.9.2016 at Zanda Chowk, Gandhidham. In this event leading personalities of the town representing
public representatives, Government – Semi Government Officials, Commercial fraternity members of GCCI,
Border Security and local Police Force and general public at large remain present to pay tributes.
At the beginning of the event, Mr. Murlidhar Jagani, Hon. Secretary of GCCI paid tribute to our brave soldiers
and briefed about the whole incident. He reminded that GCCI always fulfil responsibility at the time of natural
calamities and man-made calamities. Mr. Dinesh Gupta, President GCCI taking note of presentee and paid rich
tribute of martyr and announced help of Rs.1 lacs in the form of bank FDR to each and every family of martyr
under the banner of Sankat Nivaran Society, an associate of GCCI. This announcement was well appreciated and
applauded by all presentee. He added that in past GCCI had contributed towards Cargill War, Cyclone of Orissa &
Tamilnadu, Floods of Surat and massive Earthquake of Nepal, too. He also assured that GCCI will keep on
contributing in future also. Mrs. Geetaben Ganatra, First Person of Town, Mrs. Bhavnaben Patel, S.P. East
Kachchh Police & BSF’s Commandant Mr. Shaileshkumar delivered speeches and paid tribute to martyr.
Thereafter, all maintained silence for few minutes to pay tribute to martyr under the commands of BSF team. At
that movement even traffic around Zanda Chowk got stand still to pay tributes. At the end, all paid tributes to
martyr by placing flowers on photos of our brave soldiers.
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Doing Business with U.S. & Investing in the U.S.

Mr. Geoffrey Parish, Commercial Officer, U.S. Consulate-Mumbai alongwith Ms. Sangeeta Taneja, and Mr.
Rahul Padmanabha of U.S. Commercial Service, Ahmedabad & Bangalore respectively had met the
entrepreneurs of Kachchh District on 4th & 5th October, 2016 and focused on Doing Business with U.S. and
Investing in the U.S.
Hon. Jt. Secretary Mr. Aashish Joshi had welcomed the guests and explained the aim / purpose of the visit.
Mr. Parish had briefed about the environment and opportunities available in U.S. and then Mr. Rahul
Padmanabha had explained the entire process for investing in U.S. through Power Point Presentation. They
also invite the entrepreneurs for one-to-one talk.
On 5th October, many interested investors met the delegation and clear their doubts on various issues. The
delegation had informed that the U.S. Consulate will organise a Road Show in the month of March – 2017 at
Ahmedabad.

A seminar on GST

Date: 22.10.2016 Saturday

Time: 11.00 am to 01.00 pm

Speakers

Mr. Sumit Dutt Majumder
Former Chairman, Central Board of Excise & Customs.
Presently Senior Expert in GST and Customs
for a project in India on GST appointed by EU

Mr. Shailendra Kumar
Founder & CEO
TAXINDIAONLINE.COM PVT. LTD.(TIOL)
Writes widely acclaimed weekly column
for TIOL – The Cob (Web)

Note: Seminar is free but prior registration on cell / mail is desirable.
Cell : 87585 95576 (10.30 am to 6.00 pm) E-mail : events@gccikandla.com
Registration at Venue 22.10.2016 : 10:30 am to 11:00 am
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Short News
SHIPPING MINISTRY TELLS CARRIERS NOT TO
COLLECT EXTRA CHARGES FROM CARGO OWNERS

THE SHIPPING BUSINESS IS IN CRISIS: MAERSK,
THE INDUSTRY LEADER IS NOT EXEMPT

In a breakthrough, the shipping ministry has succeeded
in getting shipping lines and their agents to agree not to
levy some 25 different charges that are typically not
included in the so-called bill of lading but are arbitrarily
collected from cargo owners, as the government seeks to
bring transparency in transaction costs of export-import
(EXIM) trade. A bill of lading is a document issued by a
carrier or his agent to acknowledge receipt of a
shipment of cargo.
READ MORE

The collapse of Hanjin Shipping, a South Korean
container line, on August 31st brought home the extent
of the storm in shipping. The firm’s bankruptcy filing
left 66 ships, carrying goods worth $14.5 billion,
stranded at sea. Harbours around the world, including
the Port of Tokyo, refused entry for fear of going
unpaid. With their stock beyond reach, American and
British retailers voiced concerns about the run-up to
the Christmas shopping period.

EXIM BANK TO LAUNCH EXPORT FACILITATION
PORTAL NEXT MONTH

Hanjin is not alone. Of the biggest 12 shipping
companies that have published results for the past
quarter, 11 have announced huge losses. Several
weaker outfits are teetering on the edge of bankruptcy.
In Japan three firms, Mitsui OSK Lines, NYK Line
and Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, look vulnerable. Activist
investors are now pressing for them to merge to avoid
the same fate as the South Korean line. READ MORE

Export-Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) is working
overtime to launch export facilitation portal next month
with an aim to promote exports by small units.
“We are now making an attempt to reach out to a larger
community and get them to consider to export after ease
of export following initiatives taken by the government,”
Exim Bank CMD Yaduvendra Mathur told PTI.
READ MORE
EAST COAST ECONOMIC CORRIDOR CONNECTING
VISAKHAPATNAM AND CHENNAI

The Asian Development Bank’s approval of $631 million
for the first segment of the East Coast Economic
Corridor—connecting Visakhapatnam and Chennai—is
an important step forward in the quest for India’s first
coastal industrial corridor. Ultimately linking Kolkata
and Tuticorin, this 2,500km-long corridor will transform
the eastern coast. The idea is to not just build new ports
or upgrade old ones but raise entire industrial
ecosystems that encompass several such ports.
READ MORE
LACK OF DEEP PORT HARBOURS HAMPERING EXPORT
OF TRUCKS: DAIMLER

Unavailability of deep port harbours in India is
hampering export of trucks and it is the "biggest
constraint" while planning to ship more vehicles from
the country, says German auto major Daimler. The
company, which is present in India through a whollyowned arm Daimler India Commercial Vehicles,
manufactures trucks and buses out of its Oragadam
plant near Chennai. It is targeting to touch 30 exports
markets by the end of this year.
READ MORE

INLAND WATERWAYS AUTHORITY PLANS TO RAISE
RS 1,000 CRORE VIA BOND ISSUE

The Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) is
planning to raise Rs.1,000 crore via a bond issue in two
separate tranches. The first issuance of Rs.500 crore
will be in December, while another Rs.500 crore will be
raised in February 2017.
It has recently received the letter of approval from the
government towards this. Amitabh Verma, chairman,
IWAI, told FE, “Some preparatory activities were
required which we have done and now, we have got the
letter of approval. We have never gone to the market
earlier. It will be an experience to understand the
process, raise funds and build market confidence. From
next year, more money will be raised.”
READ MORE
AUTO FIRMS TAKE THE WATER ROUTE NOW

For the first time in India, auto original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) such as Hyundai Motor India,
Ford India, Renault, Nissan and Toyota, have come
together to test shipping to transport cars within the
country. All these companies, jointly roped in by a
third party, logistics service provider Sical Logistics, on
Saturday shipped more than 1,600 cars to Cochin port
in Kerala, which will then go to Kandla port and then
to the NCR region (by road carriers), using Ennore
Port (near Chennai) as a transhipment hub. This was
the first trial transhipment. The shipping option was
mooted by the shipping ministry, industry sources told
FE.
READ MORE

SHRI MANSUKH LAL MANDAVIYA, MOS, SHIPPING & PORT: MANY PROJECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF COASTLINE AND PORTS
IN GUJARAT SANCTIONED BY CENTRE

Minister of State for Shipping & Ports Shri Mansukh L. Mandaviya lauded Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
vision of “Port Led Development” and said that ports have a huge potential to ensure success of Make in India.
Gujarat has highest number of ports in the country. As Ports are the important key for economic growth and
many projects for overall development of ports and coastline have been sanctioned by the Central Government.
Shri Mandaviya said this during a meeting with Gujarat Maritime Board.
READ MORE
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SPORTS MINISTRY INVITE COMMENTS FROM PUBLIC
ON IMPROVING PERFORMANCE AT OLYMPICS AND
OTHER MEGA SPORTS EVENTS

GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES ENHANCED SUPPORT
UNDER MERCHANDISE EXPORTS FROM INDIA
SCHEME (MEIS) OF THE FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

The Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports has invited
suggestions from all stakeholders and general public for
improving performance of India in Olympics and other
mega sports events. The suggestions can be made on the
MyGov portal at
https://mygov.in/group-issue/improving-performanceindia-olympics-and-other-mega-sports-eventscommensurate-its-size/.

In the backdrop of the continued challenging global
environment being faced by Indian exporters,
Department of Commerce has extended support to
certain new products and enhanced the rate of
incentives for certain other specified products under
the Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS).
This has been implemented through DGFT public
Notice No 32 dated 22.09.2016.
READ MORE

PROVISION OF YATRI MITRA SEWA FOR BOOKING OF
WHEELCHAIR SERVICES CUM PORTER SERVICES AT
RAILWAY STATIONS

NEW IMPORT POLICY FOR MARBLE AND
TRAVERTINE BLOCKS

With a view to provide support to old and differently
abled passengers requiring assistance at the stations,
Ministry of Railways has decided to introduce Yatri
Mitras Sewa for enabling passengers to book wheelchair
services cum porter services.
READ MORE

The Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce
and Industry, Government of India has notified the
new import policy for Marble & Travertine Blocks,
and Marble and Granite Slabs, to come into effect
from 1st October 2016.
READ MORE

DIRECT TAX DISPUTE RESOLUTION SCHEME, 2016
CAN BE AVAILED UP TO 31ST DECEMBER, 2016.

Litigation is a scourge for a tax friendly regime. In order
to reduce the pending litigation, the Direct Tax Dispute
Resolution Scheme, 2016 (the Scheme) has come into
force from 1st June, 2016 and can be availed up to 31st
December, 2016. The Scheme is available to the cases
pending with the first appellate authority [i.e. CIT (A)]
as on 29th February, 2016, subject to certain conditions.
It also extends to the cases pending litigation owing to
retrospective amendment at different levels.
READ MORE

GOVERNMENT EXTENDS DUE DATE FOR FILING OF
INCOME TAX RETURNS FROM 30TH SEPTEMBER, 2016
TO 17TH OCTOBER, 2016

The due date for filing of Income tax returns by tax
payers whose accounts are required to be audited
under the Income Tax Act is the 30th September of
the following year. The tax payers whose business
receipts exceed Rupees one Crore or professional
receipts exceed Rupees twenty-five Lakh during the
previous year 2015-16 are required to file an Income
Tax return accompanied by an audit report by the
above mentioned due date.
READ MORE

SHIPPING CORPORATION OF INDIA IS TO PLAY AN
IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE ENERGY SECURITY OF THE
COUNTRY

Shipping Corporation of India (SCI) has to play an
important role in the energy security of the country and
all efforts would be made to further boost the capacity of
the SCI and the sector in this regard to ensure that
national interests are fully safeguarded”, said Minister
of State for Shipping, Road Transport and Highways,
Chemicals & Fertilizers, Shri Mansukh Lal Mandaviya.
He was reviewing the activities of Shipping Corporation
of India in Mumbai.
READ MORE

NEWS ON
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CRISIS
1) The Telegraph
2) Economist
3) Financial Times

4) World Economic Forum

Click on
link

5) GCaptain
6) Hellenic Shipping News

Read more about
 Advisiory for bringing in transpareancy in transaction coasts in EXIM trade.
 FAQs on GST released by The Union Finance Minister Shri Arun Jaitley releases
 Impact of GST on Power sector
 Highlights of Draft GST Rules & Formats approved by the GST Council
 Draft Bill of ‘Major Port Authorities Act, 2016’
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Representations

Sr.
No.
1

Date

Represented To

Subject

02.09.2016

Aligning model GST Law – 2016 with SEZ Act to
maintain ultimate objective of SEZs.

2

06.09.2016

Shri Arun Jaitley
Minister of Corporate Affairs,
Finance
Shri Mansukh L. Mandaviya
MOS, Shipping, New Delhi
Shri Ravi Parmar, IAS
Chairman, KPT,Gandhidham
The Dy. Secretary,
Kandla Port Trust, Gandhidham
The Chairman,
Kandla Port Trust, Gandhidham

Appointment of the representative of GCCI on KPT’s
Trustee Board under ‘Other Interest Category’.

3

08.09.2016

4

09.09.2016

5

16.09.2016

The Chairman,
Kandla Port Trust, Gandhidham

6

19.09.2016

મુખ્ય અધિકારીશ્રી,

ગાાંધીધામ-આદિપુર શહેરને લગતા વિવિધ પ્રશ્નોના વનરાકરણ

ગાાંિીિામ નગરપાલીકા

બાબતે…

કાયયપાલક ઇજનેરશ્રી, PGVCL, ગાાંિીિામ

પડતર પ્રશ્નોનાાં ત્િરીત વનરાકરણ બાબત…

7

19.09.2016

8

20.09.2016

9

20.09.2016

10
11

21.09.2016
&
23.09.2016
23.9.2016

12

24.9.2016

13

26.09.2016

Principal Commissioner of Customs
Kandla & Mundra
Chief Operating Manager &
Chief Freight Traffic Manager,
Western Railway, Mumbai
Mr. Mohd Jamshed,
Member (Traffic), Railway Board,
New Delhi
Chief Operation Manager,
Sr. Divisional Operation Manager,
Western Railway, Mumbai
Shri Nitin Gadkari,
Hon’ble Minister of Shipping,
Shri Manshukh Mandaviya,
MOS, Minister of Shipping,
Shri Vinod Chavda,
M.P., Kutch –Morvi Constituency
Shri Rajive Kumar,
Secretary (Shipping), New Delhi
Shri Ravi Parmar,
Chairman, KPT
Shri Alok Singh,
Dy. Chairman, KPT

In response to KPT’s letter No.ES/TN/2453/2125
Dt.05.09.2016, Issues of Township land.
Issues related to Land matters
a) Mortgage Permission
b) Penalty for non-construction on open plot.
Unjustifiable and unethical demand for undertaking
while conversion of Leased Hold Land to Free Hold
Land.

Advisory for not to collect extra charges for the
transportation of EXIM Goods.
Allotment of rakes of Salt loading at Gandhidham /
Chirai Rly. Station.
Various Issues related to Railways
Requirement of BCN Wagon for salt loading.
Sudden Stoppage of transaction of Plot / Properties of
SRC Ltd. Gandhidham – Adipur

ગાાંધીધામ શહેરની લીઝ / સબલીઝ હક્કની જમીનોના ફ્રી-

ડેપ્યુટી કલેકટર – સ્ટે મ્પ, ભુજ

હોલ્ડમાાં ટ્રાન્સફરનાાં િસ્તાિેજોનાાં ત્િરીત વનકાલ સાંિર્ભે….

READ MORE ABOUT
New Scheme for Incentive to Industries (General) 2016-2021
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BLUE OCEAN strategy was developed by W. Chan and Rence Mauborgne. Their observation was that the
companies tend to engage in head to head competition in search of sustained profitable growth. In today’s scenario,
overcrowded industries competing head on which results is nothing but a bloody “RED OCEAN” of rivals fighting
over a shrinking profit pool. As a matter of the fact, lasting success increasingly comes, not from bottling
competitors, but from creating BLUE OCEAN of untapped new market spaces ripe for growth.
BLUE OCEAN organization creates a leap in value for both buyers and the company itself instead of making the
competition as a benchmark. Competing in overcrowded industries and business is no way to sustain high
performance. The real opportunity is to create BLUE OCEAN of uncontested market space.
In today’s increasing globalised world, creativity and innovation are driving business and entrepreneurship. A set of
tools and methodologies that systematically helps everyone to become more creative and unlock BLUE OCEAN of
opportunity.

8 key points of BLUE OCEAN Strategy
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

It’s grounded in data
It pursues differentiation and low cost
It creates uncontested market space
It empowers you through tools and frame work
It provides a step-by-step process
It maximizes opportunity while minimising risk
It builds execution into strategy
It shows you how to create a win-win outcome

BLUE OCEAN Strategy Tools
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Read Ocean v/s Blue Ocean strategy
Value Innovation
Visualizing Strategy
Strategy Canvas
Four Actions framework
ERCC Grid
Six Paths
Pioneer Migrator Settler Map
3 Tiers of Noncustomers
Sequence of BOS
The six stages of Buyer Experience Cycle
Price corridor of the Mass
Four hurdles to execution
Tipping point leadership
Fair process of EEE (Engagement,
Explanation, Expectation Clarity)

At present, the corporate follow and influenced by its roots in military strategy with military references – CEO,
HEADQUARTERS, TROOPS on the FRONT LINES in the field etc. described this way strategy is all about RED
OCEAN competition wherein it is about confronting an opponent and driving him off a battle field of limited
territory. In BLUE OCEAN strategy, it is about creating new land and not dividing up existing land.
BLUE OCEAN strategy is based on the idea that most organization within any field or industry competes on the
same basic factors i.e. Price and Features. As a result, everyone tends to look the same over a time and everyone
competes fiercely to bite-off their piece of the market, thus creating a bloody “READ OCEAN”.
It seems that BLUE OCEAN will remain the engine of growth. Technological advances have substantially improved
industrial productivity, permitting suppliers to produce an unprecedented array of products and services. As trade
barriers between nation and regions fall and information on products and price becomes instantly and globally
available, niche markets and monopoly havens are continuing to disappear. At the same time, in developed markets,
the supply is overtaking demand resulting inevitable hastened the commoditization of products and services leads
to shrunk profit margins.
In a nutshell, BLUE OCEAN strategy challenges everything we thought we knew about strategy success and
provides a systematic approach making the competition irrelevant.
Get Inspired…………….
By Shri Ahok P. Vora, Executive Secretary
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DISCLAIMER

Articles published in GCCI E-News Letter do not represent the views of the GCCI. GCCI does not accept any responsibility for the views expressed in
any article. Links from this website are provided for information and convenience only and GCCI has no control over and cannot therefore accept
responsibility or liability for the content of any linked third party website. We do not endorse link /external website links, which may &/or may not
open for whatsoever reason, including technical at the time user view website.
To add yourself in our address book, please click here
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